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The emergence of comparative political theory as a recognizable subfield in 

political theory in recent years, which has spurred work on non-Western thinkers and 

philosophical traditions, is a welcome development that has the potential to broaden the 

scope of political theory.1 While most scholars of comparative political theory would 

reject the idea that they approach comparison as a politically neutral method, much of the 

field continues to proceed from the assumption that stable, discrete traditions exist that 

can be compared. What has not yet been undertaken is a genealogy of comparison itself. 

Scholars of comparative political theory have not sufficiently considered how comparison 

has been approached and practiced within different philosophical traditions, nor have 

they plumbed the political and ethical implications of such exercises in comparison (a 

notable exception is Euben 1999). In contrast, this chapter explicitly grapples with these 

questions via a close reading of the way Latin American political thinkers have 

approached comparison. In particular, I show that the use of hemispheric comparison as a 

trope has been a central feature of Latin American political thought. Specifically, 

comparison to the United States has been a central preoccupation of the anti-imperial 

strand of Latin American political thought. My analysis of Latin American anti-colonial 

thought shows that Latin American thinkers selectively read certain aspects of the United 

States’ racial history in order to intervene in Latin American political dilemmas. It also 

shows that for many of these thinkers, comparisons to U.S. race relations functioned to 

obscure racial hierarchies within Latin America. The object of this comparison was thus 

not, pace the claims of Cuban intellectual José Martí, to learn “the truth about the United 

                                                
1 As various scholars have noted, however, much of the literature produced under the 
rubric of comparative political theory still suffers from a kind of reflexive Eurocentrism 
(see Jenco 2007; Godrej 2011). 
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States,” but rather to construct it as the antithesis to ‘their America’ (Martí 2002, p. 329-

33). An intellectual genealogy of hemispheric comparison within Latin American 

political thought thus reveals that comparison carried philosophical and political pitfalls 

that raise important questions for how we should understand the lineage and aims of 

comparative political theory.  

Much work in comparative political theory is concerned with the study of either 

“non-Western” philosophical traditions or with comparisons between Western and non-

Western thinkers. Latin America fits uneasily within this dominant vision of comparative 

political theory, because it is geographically Western, but not fully European. Latin 

American political thought is situated at the margins of Western political thought; 

simultaneously of it, but not at its center. I thus suggest that it is more appropriate to 

characterize Latin American political thought as a whole as a subaltern philosophical 

tradition. This is true even though the elite, white thinkers that are viewed as the central 

figures in the canon of Latin American political thought were hardly marginal figures 

within their respective countries. Since European arrival, as a result of colonization, 

enslavement, and resistance, the Americas became a multi-racial space in which 

Europeans and Africans and their descendants lived alongside indigenous peoples and 

underwent processes of “creolization.”2 Latin American elites inherited European settler 

colonies with non-white majorities, and had to come to grips with the political 

implications of governing multiracial states in which non-whites were at least nominally 

                                                
2 Gordon and Roberts (2015, p. 2) use the notion of “creolization” to describe a 
methodological approach that places European and American thinkers in dialogue, and 
transforms dominant understanding of European thinkers by “creating conversations 
among worlds entangled by colonizing projects and histories.” 
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equal citizens.3 Latin American thinkers have thus drawn on European ideas and sources 

in the service of exploring political and philosophical problems and experiences 

distinctive to the Americas. This chapter speaks to the question of ‘domination and its 

discontents’ by analyzing how comparison became a key strategy deployed by Latin 

American thinkers to grapple with their subaltern position vis-à-vis Western political 

thought. 

Comparison has been both a central thematic preoccupation and key 

methodological approach of Latin American political thought. Since the era of 

independence, Latin American thinkers have worried about questions of originality and 

derivativeness. As Katherine Gordy analyzes in detail in her chapter in this volume, they 

wrestled with whether the adoption and use of European and North American ideas 

rendered their philosophical output mere imitation.4 As the Mexican philosopher José 

Vasconcelos observed in Indología (Indology): “What can we claim as genuinely ours, as 

peculiarly and properly our own...when everything we know…we have learned from 

                                                
3 The U.S. confronted similar questions, but it was not until more than 90 years after 
independence that African-Americans were legally declared citizens.  
4 For example, in an essay called “Feminist Demands” addressing the spread of feminism 
in Peru in the 1920s, Peruvian Marxist José Carlos Mariátegui observed that: “the 
proponents of ultra-nationalism will probably think: “‘here is another exotic, foreign idea 
that is being grafted onto the Peruvian reality.’” In contrast, Mariátegui argued that: “We 
should not see feminism as a foreign or exotic idea. We need to see it simply as a human 
idea—an idea that is…peculiar to an epoch—and therefore an idea with the right of 
citizenship in Peru.” This did not mean that Mariátegui’s position was that European 
ideas had universal purchase, however. He explained that: “Feminism has appeared in 
Peru neither artificially nor arbitrarily. It has appeared as a consequence of the new forms 
of women’s intellectual and manual labor” (Mariátegui 1996, p. 62). Latin American 
thinkers thus argued that their engagement with European ideas did not constitute mere 
importation, that it followed internal impetuses in accordance with the region’s historical 
and material realities. But they still felt the need to explicitly justify this kind of 
‘borrowing’ from the West.  
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others?” (Vasconcelos 1927, p. 11).5 Latin American thinkers have also been concerned 

about the capacity of political ideas and institutions developed elsewhere to speak to 

Latin American realities. For example, the region’s most well-known founding father, 

Simón Bolivar, argued in “The Angostura Address” that Latin American constitution-

makers should be guided by the region’s specific characteristics, not imported models. 

Latin Americans, he wrote, were “bedazzled” by the example of the U.S., which led them 

to adopt political institutions (such as federalism) unsuited to the region’s characteristics 

(Bolivar 2003, p. 39). For Latin American political thought comparison has thus been 

foundational, but also fraught.  

Initially, Latin American anti-colonial anxieties about comparison were directed 

at Europe, particularly during the era of independence, but they increasingly shifted to the 

United States in the post-independence era, as the U.S. became an increasing imperial 

threat. Beginning in the second half of the 19th century, an important strand within Latin 

American political thought thematized the question of hemispheric power relations. This 

anti-imperial strand within Latin American political thought reached its apex during the 

first half of the 20th century, the heyday of U.S. direct military intervention in Latin 

America. Thinkers of varied ideological and political commitments—such as Marxists, 

nationalists, and liberals—shared an anti-imperial perspective. Anti-imperial thinkers 

sought to both critique the U.S. and validate Latin America, and race emerged as a central 

feature of this enterprise in hemispheric comparison (although of course, it was one of a 

number of different axes on which the two regions were contrasted). This chapter 

illustrates the centrality of hemispheric comparison to the anti-imperial strand within 

                                                
5 All translations from texts in Spanish are my own. 
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Latin American political thought via a close reading of the ideas of two key Latin 

American thinkers: the Argentinean statesman and pensador Domingo F. Sarmiento, and 

the Cuban nationalist and advocate of Latin American pan-Americanism, José Martí. 

Specifically, it traces the way comparisons to the U.S. shaped Latin American ideas about 

race. 

As a number of scholars have noted, comparison is never neutral (most notably 

see Said 1994).6 Comparison can assume, or construct, an illusion of coherence of both 

the units being compared, thereby creating the racial, national, and cultural differences it 

purports to analyze. Indeed, as Micol Seigel has observed regarding long-standing 

comparisons between the U.S. and Brazil, comparison helps produce the very national (or 

regional) characteristics that are its supposed object of study (Seigel 2005). This essay 

focuses on two specific pitfalls of comparison that are illustrated by the anti-imperial 

strand of Latin American political thought. One is the evaluative aspect of comparison 

that can imply that its aim is ranking, i.e. to arrive at an assessment of which tradition or 

thinker has formulated a better answer to a given philosophical question. When 

comparison is used to rank different units of analysis, as has been the case with Latin 

American anti-imperial thought’s comparison between U.S. and Latin race relations, this 

has often served to obscure persistent forms of racial exclusion in both the U.S. and Latin 

America. Latin American thinkers tended to downplay or erase racial hierarchies and 

racism within their own region, because they took different forms than in the United 

States. The aim of many of these comparative exercises was thus to establish the 

superiority of Latin American approaches to race. Another pitfall of comparison is the 

                                                
6 Elsewhere I develop the notion of juxtaposition as an alternative to comparison (see 
Hooker 2017). 
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way it can rely on selective depictions of ‘the other’ as a way of constructing oneself (see 

Euben 1999). The Latin American thinkers examined in this chapter selectively read 

certain aspects of the United States’ racial history in order to intervene in Latin American 

political dilemmas.7 They read U.S. history through the prism of Latin American political 

problems in order to speak to their region’s political conundrums. Comparison between 

U.S. and Latin American race relations thus distorted their understanding of both U.S. 

and Latin American racial problems. 

This chapter reads two thinkers alongside each other who are generally not 

viewed as being in conversation. Sarmiento and Martí are viewed as at opposite ends of 

the spectrum of Latin American political thought, particularly with regard to the issue of 

the region’s supposed reliance on what Martí called “the imported book” (Martí 2002, p. 

290). In other words, they are generally viewed as having completely opposite positions 

on what Latin America’s relationship to the colonial center should be, whether that was 

Europe or the United States. Sarmiento has generally not been seen as part of the anti-

imperial strand within Latin American political thought, quite the opposite. He is 

generally regarded as one of the Latin American thinkers who most favored 

Europeanization and devalued indigenous contributions because of his virulent anti-

indigenous racism. Sarmiento was also an ardent admirer of the United States, which he 

viewed as the political model for Latin America. Martí, meanwhile, was a fierce critic of 

U.S. imperialism and advocate of Latin American Pan-Americanism. He favored a de-

racialized liberalism in Latin America in contrast to U.S.-style racial segregation, a move 
                                                
7 In a related argument, Tanya Kateri Hernandez (2016) observes that Latin American 
theorists of racial democracy rely on a selective depiction of the U.S. as devoid of racial 
mixture and also misrepresent Jim Crow racial segregation in the South as the only U.S. 
experience of racism.  
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that ironically served to obscure racism in Cuba. In contrast to dominant readings of both 

thinkers, then, this chapter shows Sarmiento as an unlikely precursor to the anti-imperial 

strand within Latin American political thought. It also complicates accounts of Martí’s 

indigenismo, and shows some of the political dangers of the philosophical position he 

sketched vis-à-vis race.  

Questions of textual selection are fundamental to the kind of genealogy of 

comparison advanced here, because of the tendency to reduce a thinker’s political ideas 

to static moments encapsulated in iconic texts. For example, readings of Sarmiento that 

focus only on a single text, usually Facundo, over-emphasize his arguments in favor of 

Europeanization without sufficiently considering his subsequent disenchantment with 

Europe and turn to the United States as a model for Latin America instead. Similarly, 

Martí’s most well-known texts are those about Latin American topics, while his writings 

on events in the United States (as opposed to about the U.S., as he frequently did in the 

process of making overt comparisons to Latin America) are among the least read or 

commented on in his oeuvre. These kinds of partial or limited readings of a thinker’s 

ideas are further exacerbated by the issue of translation, as Sarmiento and Martí’s 

writings on the United States are also less likely to have been translated into English.8  

 

I. The Contours of Latin American Political Thought   

                                                
8 Sarmiento’s oeuvre is extensive; his collected works span 53 volumes (Sarmiento 1895-
1914). Many of these texts have not been translated into English, with the notable 
exception of Facundo. Digital versions of many of Sarmiento’s works are available 
online in Spanish at <http://proyectosarmiento.com.ar/proyecto.htm>. Martí was also 
prolific, but having died at the relatively young age of 42, his output is less voluminous. 
While many of Martí’s most famous essays on Latin American topics have long been 
available in translation, most English anthologies of his work did not include his writings 
on U.S. events until Martí (2002). For his collected works in Spanish, see Martí (1964). 
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Situating Sarmiento and Martí within the broader context of Latin American 

political thought requires sketching, however briefly, some of the main fault lines and 

debates about the scope and boundaries of the tradition. The contours of Latin American 

political thought or philosophy are contested as a result of disagreements about questions 

of periodization, textual inclusion, and canon-formation (see Gracia 1986; Nuccetelli, 

Schutte & Bueno 2010). Understood as a geographical or cultural-historical/linguistic 

construct, Latin American political thought is generally viewed as encompassing thinkers 

writing in Spanish (and Portuguese) from the mainland of Latin America and the Spanish 

Caribbean. Such a definition (which reflects dominant understandings of “Latin 

America”) appears to exclude a variety of thinkers, such as those not writing in the 

region’s dominant colonial languages, i.e. indigenous thinkers writing in indigenous 

languages or Antillean thinkers writing in French (such as Frantz Fanon and Édouard 

Glissant). Moreover, scholars who define the tradition according to the tenets of 

academic philosophy tend to exclude texts written by indigenous peoples prior to 

European arrival because these are viewed as “not…clearly philosophical” (Gracia 2007, 

p. 177). From this perspective Latin American political thought begins in the colonial era, 

with texts written by Spaniards writing about Latin American questions, such as 

Bartolomé de las Casas’ participation in intra-European debates about the humanity of 

indigenous people in order to determine whether they had any rights of ownership over 

the New World. Political theorists tend to have broader standards of textual inclusion 

than philosophers, however; they generally do not confine themselves to analyzing only 

philosophical treatises strictly understood.9 Some anthologies of Latin American political 

                                                
9 The principal texts used to analyze the ideas of Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther 
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thought have thus included indigenous thinkers from the pre-colonial era in addition to 

the standard periodization (see Nuccetelli 2002). This debate raises important questions 

about authorship and reception within Latin American political thought, however, about 

who has formulated the tradition, to whom is it addressed, and for whom it speaks. 

The standard historiographical schema divides Latin American political thought 

into the colonial, independence, post-independence, twentieth century, and contemporary 

eras. Thinkers from the colonial era wrestled with the ethics of colonization and 

conquest; as noted above, the texts that are typically read are those written by Spaniards 

(i.e. Las Casas 1992, 2003), but indigenous accounts of the conquest have also survived 

(for example, see the texts compiled in León-Portilla 2006). In contrast, independence-era 

thinkers such as Bolivar were primarily concerned with questions of popular sovereignty 

and the design of political institutions (Bolivar 2003).10 Meanwhile, the continuous 

political disorder that characterized most countries in the region following the end of 

colonial rule led the post-independence generation to which Sarmiento belonged to focus 

on questions of nation-building and how to achieve political order and stability. During 

this era some of the defining cleavages were between liberals (who generally favored a 

secular state, public education, and individual property) and conservatives (who generally 

defended the prerogatives of the Catholic church and a patriarchal social and political 

order).  

                                                                                                                                            
King Jr. are speeches, for example, yet they are both considered part of the canon of 
[U.S.] American political thought. For a dissenting view see Strauss (1973).  
10 On competing conceptions of popular sovereignty within Latin American political 
thought, see Ochoa Espejo (2012); for a comparison of Latin American and U.S. 
republican thought, see Simon (2012).  
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In the early 20th century, when stable national states had been achieved in most 

countries, various thematically disparate strands of Latin American political thought 

emerged. One was arielismo (Rodó 1998), a romantic reaction to positivism that sought 

to shift the focus of the region’s intellectuals away from utilitarianism toward aesthetics 

and affect. It was also spurred by fears of U.S. cultural domination, and contrasted Latin 

American idealism and spirituality to the technological progress and materialism of the 

United States (see Semadeni 2007). Influenced by intellectual currents and socialist 

movements and revolutions in Europe, Russia, and Mexico, the early twentieth century 

also saw the formulation of Latin American variants of Marxism (i.e. Mariátegui 1996; 

followed later by Guevara 1987; Fonseca 1982) and Feminism.11 In the second half of the 

twentieth century, liberation theology argued that the church should be driven by “a 

preferential option for the poor” (Gutiérrez 1998). Influenced in part by Latin American 

Marxism, liberation theology was a reaction to the region’s pervasive social inequality 

and the Catholic church hierarchy’s complicity with right-wing dictatorships in many 

countries. 

In the late twentieth century and early twenty-first century, various strands of 

Latin American political thought have emerged that critique the eurocentrism and 

masculinism of the tradition. Drawing on dependency theory, Latin American Marxism, 

and Liberation Theology, Dussel (2003) sketched the elements of a philosophy of 

liberation that critiqued Eurocentric accounts of modernity and argued instead that 

philosophy should take as its point of departure the reality of the poor and oppressed. In a 

                                                
11 On contemporary developments in the praxis and theory of socialism in Venezuela and 
Cuba, see Ciccariello-Maher (2013) and Gordy (2015); on re-founding and constitution-
making by recent Leftist presidents in Latin America, see Bernal (2014). 
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similar vein, thinkers associated with ‘the decolonial turn’ have argued that despite 

political independence Latin American intellectual production and political relations 

continue to be shaped by the “coloniality of power” (Quijano 2000). They have called for 

shifting the geopolitics of knowledge and the decolonization of Latin American political 

thought (Walsh 2007). Latin American feminism has also been invigorated by debates 

about the impact of cultural location on the production of theory, i.e. how ideas ‘travel’ 

(Schutte 1998; Alvarez 2014). And calls to include the perspectives of non-middle and 

upper-class women have resulted in the development of feminismos descoloniales 

(decolonizing feminisms) formulated by black and indigenous feminists (Espinosa 2014).  

Certain thematic preoccupations cross-cut temporal eras and ideological divisions 

within Latin American political thought, however, such as the anti-imperial strand’s 

concern with whether egalitarian hemispheric power relations could be established 

between the U.S. and Latin America. The anti-colonial strand of Latin American political 

thought can be traced back to the independence era. It became even more pronounced 

after independence, after the fate of the two regions drastically diverged and the U.S. 

replaced Europe as Latin America’s principal imperial threat. Concerns about U.S. 

empire reached a fever pitch during the first half of the twentieth century, when U.S. 

military intervention in the region was at its apex, and resulted in the formulation of calls 

for Latin American Pan-Americanism and arguments lauding the distinctiveness of the 

region’s approach to race, which supposedly destined it to play a vanguard world-

historical role.12 The anti-imperial strand of Latin American political thought thus 

encompasses thinkers as ideologically diverse as Sarmiento, Martí, Mariátegui, and 

                                                
12 Recent works on race in Latin American political thought include Gracia (2011) and 
von Vacano (2012). 
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Vasconcelos (who was one of the principal formulators of arguments about the 

distinctiveness of Latin American mestizaje). This chapter shows that the trope of 

comparison between U.S. and Latin American race relations played a constitutive role in 

Latin American anti-imperial thought. It led anti-imperial thinkers to selectively read 

both U.S. and Latin American history in ways that had significant theoretical and 

political consequences, such as obscuring racial hierarchies in both regions.  

 

II. Sarmiento, the U.S., and “Ambas Américas” 
 
 Domingo F. Sarmiento’s [1811-1888] prominent place in the canon of Latin 

American political thought is undisputed; he is considered one of the region’s most 

influential 19th century thinkers. Much of this influence is attributed to the widespread 

impact of the dichotomy between civilization and barbarism—between the Europeanized, 

civilized city and the savage, American Argentine pampas (plains)—that is one of the 

central themes of his first major work, Facundo: civilización y barbarie (Facundo: 

Civilization and Barbarism) published in 1845.13 As a result of the preponderance of 

Facundo in analyses of Sarmiento’s political thought, he is generally read as an advocate 

of Europeanization who rejected American sources and ideas. This view has been 

challenged by those who argue that the text of Facundo undermines Sarmiento’s stated 

preference for European sources, which are only cursorily mentioned, in contrast to his 

extensive descriptions of Argentine characters, geography, and people. According to 

                                                
13 Facundo was originally translated into English by Mary Mann (the U.S. educational 
reformer and spouse of Horace Mann), who was a lifelong friend and intellectual 
interlocutor of Sarmiento’s. Mrs. Mann’s translation, which was originally published in 
the U.S. in 1868, deviated significantly from the Spanish original, however. A more 
accurate recent translation is Sarmiento (2004). On the impact and reception of Facundo, 
see Sorensen Goodrich (1996). 
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Katherine Gordy, “the local [in fact] overwhelms the universal” in Facundo (Gordy 2014, 

p. 368).14 Beyond the question of whether Sarmiento displayed a more complicated 

relationship to Latin American political thought’s European sources in Facundo than is 

generally acknowledged, however, assessments of his political ideas should not be based 

solely on a single (albeit iconic) text. Sarmiento had a long and prolific career, and in 

later texts Europe was decisively displaced by the U.S. as the major outside influence on 

his political thought. Indeed, a mere two years after the publication of Facundo, which 

was written prior to his having ever visited Europe, Sarmiento renounced his admiration 

for Europe and turned to the U.S. as the political model for Latin America instead.15  

In 1847, following a trip throughout Europe, Sarmiento spent approximately 

seven weeks in the United States; this brief stay had a decisive influence on his political 

ideas. Viajes en Europa, Africa y América (Travels in Europe, Africa and America) was 

published in 1847 and modeled on Tocqueville’s Democracy in America. In this text 

addressed to a Latin American audience, Sarmiento presented the conclusion reached 

during his travels that the United States, not Europe, was the most advanced society in 

the world and should serve as the political model for Latin America. While the unalloyed 

admiration that Sarmiento expressed for the U.S. in Viajes would never entirely 

disappear, as the U.S. began to loom as an imperial threat to Latin America it was joined 

                                                
14 Gordy has persuasively argued that Latin American thinkers draw on European ideas 
while reframing them to intervene in local political and philosophical debates, thereby 
moving beyond mere derivativeness. Her analysis of Sarmiento focuses only on his use of 
European sources, however; she does not include his subsequent writings about the 
United States. 
15 The secondary literature on Sarmiento tends to overlook his writings on the U.S., 
especially the texts written during his stay there in the 1860s. For example, in an 
authoritative edited volume on his work (Halperín Donghi 1994), there is only one essay 
on his U.S. writings, and even that analysis of his work as an example of the travel 
narrative genre focuses on Facundo and the European portions of Viajes (Pratt 1992). 
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by a preoccupation with how to establish egalitarian hemispheric relations between the 

two Americas, or “ambas Américas” (both Americas). Indeed, the texts he published 

during the 1860s, when he lived in the U.S. for three years as Argentine ambassador, 

reveal that Sarmiento evolved from being focused on purely national concerns in 

Facundo (such as the cause of Argentina’s post-independence political instability) into a 

broader hemispheric thinker focused on various parallels and points of comparison 

between the U.S. and Latin America. Comparison was thus a fundamental feature of 

Sarmiento’s entire oeuvre, but after 1847 he was far less concerned with Latin America’s 

relationship to Europe, and instead with how to avoid power imbalances between the two 

Americas or “ambas Américas” (both Americas), so that the region would not be 

completely overshadowed by the United States. Despite the fact that he is not usually 

viewed as part of the anti-imperial strand of Latin American political thought, then, I 

situate Sarmiento as an unlikely forefather of Martí, Mariátegui and Vasconcelos (see 

Hooker 2017).  

After 1847 Sarmiento’s turned away from Europe to the U.S. as a political model, 

a moment that also marked a shift in his comparative method, from the national to the 

hemispheric. In contrast to the emphasis on the binary between the Europeanized city and 

the savage American countryside in Facundo, in Viajes Sarmiento’s main comparative 

contrast is between the U.S. and Latin America. Much of Europe reminded Sarmiento of 

Latin America, particularly the conditions of the masses: their low level of education, 

poverty, and lack of participation in politics. He explained that “I come from traveling 

through Europe, from admiring her monuments, and bowing before her science, in awe 

yet at the wonders of her art; but I have [also] seen millions of her peasants, workers, and 
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artisans, vile, degraded, unworthy of being counted among men” (Sarmiento 1851, p. 76). 

By contrast, he was deeply impressed with the political and economic egalitarianism he 

saw in the United States. In his usual hyperbolic fashion, he argued that: “The only 

country in the world…where education, like welfare, is everywhere available to all those 

who want it, is the United States…In France there are 270,000 voters; that is, among 36 

million individuals in the oldest civilized nation, only 270,000 are not considered beasts 

according to the law…In the United States every man has a natural right to participate in 

political affairs, and he exercises it” (Sarmiento 1851, p. 58). Interestingly, in Viajes 

Sarmiento never attributes U.S. success to race. Instead, he clearly stated that “the 

aptitude of the [Anglo] Saxon race is also no explanation of the cause of North America’s 

enormous progress” (Sarmiento 1851, p. 60). Later, in the 1880s, Sarmiento would 

endorse racial explanations of Latin American backwardness and U.S. development 

(specifically racial science’s condemnation of the effects of racial mixture). But there is 

no doubt that after 1847, Sarmiento, the supposed advocate of Europeanization, was 

instead focused squarely on the U.S., as both political model and imperial threat to Latin 

America.  

In the 1860s, as U.S. expansionism began to emerge as a real threat to Latin 

America’s sovereignty and autonomous cultural development, Sarmiento developed a 

more nuanced view of the U.S. than the unalloyed admiration of Viajes. Sarmiento’s 

writings about the U.S. in the 1860s combined continued appreciation for the country’s 

achievements with a critique of U.S. imperialism. Sarmiento’s writings during his stay in 

the U.S. from 1865-1868 are dominated by the idea that the U.S. and Latin America were 

each other’s natural interlocutors. For example, he founded a journal, Ambas Américas, 
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of which four issues appeared between 1867-1868, to establish intellectual dialogue 

between the two Americas. Similarly, in a speech he delivered before the Rhode Island 

Historical Society on “North and South America,” he argued that the two started off on 

equal footing, and divided “into two great chapters” during the colonial and 

independence eras, only to later “evolve the common history of the great American 

family” (Sarmiento 1866, p. 25). In contrast to Viajes, then, where the U.S. is portrayed 

as a political model for Latin America, in the 1860s Sarmiento goes to great pains to 

establish that the U.S. and Latin America were political equals who should treat each 

other as such. No doubt this shift in emphasis was a response to a context in which U.S. 

expansionism was becoming a real threat with the Mexican-American war, which ended 

with the annexation of Mexican territory to the United States. U.S. imperial expansion, 

Sarmiento argued, not only violated republican principles, it was un-American: “the 

subsequent introduction of an old material, heretofore repudiated, which is the conquest 

and absorption of peoples and territories by arms, was to turn back to two thousand years 

ago, and utterly to renounce the initiation of the new reconstruction of human society. It 

was re-changing Americans into Europeans” (Sarmiento 1866, p. 15).  

Sarmiento’s most direct critique of U.S. imperialism is to be found in another text 

written before the Rhode Island speech, this one aimed at a Latin American audience: the 

introduction to his Vida de Lincoln (Life of Lincoln), which was published in Spanish 

(and never translated). If Mexico’s political instability could be used to justify annexation 

to the U.S., Sarmiento warned his Latin American readers: “What will then be visited 

upon those States that suffer from constant changes?” (Sarmiento 1866b, p. xxxiv). If 

Sarmiento’s concern with the kind of intellectual and political relations that could be 
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established between the two Americas marks him as an intellectual precursor to later (and 

more radical) anti-imperial thinkers, it is important to note that he did not necessarily 

advocate Latin American political unification, as some of his successors would, and that 

he still believed that the United States could serve as a useful model for Latin America in 

certain areas.   

Reading Sarmiento as a hemispheric thinker illustrates some of the pitfalls of 

comparison, particularly the tendency to read U.S. history selectively in order to speak to 

Latin American political dilemmas. In Viajes, for example, Sarmiento’s admiration for 

the U.S. distorts his view of slavery, and in the texts from the 1860s his desire to find 

parallels between U.S. and Argentine political history leads him to misread the causes of 

the U.S. Civil War. Slavery is hardly ever mentioned in Viajes. Sarmiento chose not to 

remind his Latin American audience that the virtues he ascribed to the United States were 

not present in the South. When he did briefly address slavery at the end of the text, he 

portrayed it as a European legacy: “Slavery is a parasitical plant that English colonization 

has left attached to the leafy tree of American liberty. They did not dare uproot it when 

they pruned the tree, leaving it to time to kill it off, and now the parasite has grown and 

threatens to break off the entire tree” (Sarmiento 1851, p. 159). Sarmiento’s problematic 

characterization of slavery as a European inheritance absolved the U.S. of responsibility 

for perpetuating it. He predicted that slavery posed a dire and “insoluble” threat to the 

future of the U.S., which faced: “A race war within a century, a war of extermination, or 

a backward and abject black nation alongside a white one, the most powerful and 

advanced in the world!” (Sarmiento 1851, p. 159). Slavery threatened the otherwise rosy 

picture Sarmiento presented of the United States. His silence about it in Viajes speaks 
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volumes. It is emblematic of the way in which his reading of U.S. history was highly 

selective and shaped by his own political and philosophical concerns.  

The selective reading characteristic of Sarmiento’s comparative method is even 

more pronounced in his texts from the 1860s. In them he read U.S. history in light of 

Argentina’s political conflicts. As a result, he anticipated 20th century Southern 

historians’ revisionist claims that the U.S. Civil War was about federalism and state’s 

rights, not slavery. In Vida de Lincoln, for example, he claimed that, while “slavery, as an 

institution, was the proximate cause of the war…other more vital issues to the 

preservation of the Republic, were behind this great” conflict, the most important of 

which was: “can Republics founded on popular sovereignty be dissolved?” (Sarmiento 

1866b, p. xviii-xix, xxiv). Sarmiento also characterized the U.S. Civil War as a struggle 

between civilization and barbarism, because slavery in the South created a feudal society 

similar to what he had argued existed in the Argentine countryside in Facundo. While 

Sarmiento derived lessons for Latin American political elites from the example of the 

U.S., they were, ironically, derived from a selective reading of U.S. history that was 

already informed by Latin American political problems.  

By 1883 increasing U.S. dominance shifted the question from whether egalitarian 

hemispheric relations could be established between the two Americas, to how Latin 

America could resist U.S. hegemony and preserve its autonomy. In response, Sarmiento 

would draw on some of the tenets of scientific racism, specifically the notion that racial 

mixture led to degeneration, to explain Latin American backwardness and U.S. success. 

As he grew increasingly pessimistic about the disparity between the two Americas, 

Sarmiento embraced the idea (which he had dismissed in 1847) that U.S. success could 
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be attributed to race. In his last major work, Conflicto y Armonías de las Razas en 

América América (Conflict and Harmonies of the Races in America), Sarmiento’s anxiety 

about U.S. hegemony and Latin American vulnerability could not be clearer. The 

question of race was important to examine, he argued, because it would provide an 

answer to the challenge of how to attain egalitarian hemispheric relations: “What can this 

America do to attain the free and prosperous destiny of the other? It must become its 

equal” (Sarmiento 1915, p. 449). And how would it do this? By adopting rigid U.S.-style 

racial boundaries and eschewing mestizaje or racial mixing, particularly with indigenous 

peoples.16 Yet, even in Conflicto, Sarmiento did not endorse all the precepts of the 

scientific racism of the time. He still held out hope that Latin America could become the 

U.S.’s equal. He continued to believe that widespread public education was the solution 

to the region’s racial dilemmas. 

Sarmiento’s evolving views about the U.S., and the heightened role that 

hemispheric comparison (especially vis-à-vis race) would therefore come to play in his 

work, reflect a broader trajectory among Latin American intellectuals, who shifted from 

viewing the U.S. as a model in the nineteenth century to growing anti-imperialism in the 

twentieth. The post-Facundo early Sarmiento was undoubtedly an example of the earlier 

tendency, but beginning in the 1860s he can be read as a bridge figure who predated the 

full-fledged critique of U.S. imperialism developed by late nineteenth and early 

twentieth-century thinkers, such as Martí. Ironically, if Sarmiento’s prescription for how 

to counter U.S. dominance was for Latin America to adopt U.S.-style racial politics, 

                                                
16 In contrast to typical Latin American racial hierarchies, in which indigenous peoples 
would be ranked above those of African descent, Sarmiento tended to have much more 
positive (if paternalistic) evaluations of blacks than indians in his writings (see Garrels 
1997). 
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Martí is emblematic of a distinct turn in the politics of hemispheric comparison, whereby 

Latin American thinkers would come to argue that it was the U.S. that had something to 

learn about race from Latin America. 

 

III. Martí: From “Ambas Américas” to “Nuestra America” 

The Cuban nationalist and pro-independence thinker José Martí [1853-1895] has 

often been cast as a foil to Sarmiento (see Alazraki 1965). In contrast to Sarmiento, who 

argued that Latin American should follow European and later U.S. political models, 

Martí is viewed as an anti-imperialist thinker par excellence. Martí’s ideas have been 

appropriated and used to support a variety of contradictory positions, including those of 

twentieth-century Marxists and critics of the U.S., as well as those of more conservative 

proponents of cultural nationalism and political anti-imperialism. Like Bolivar and 

Sarmiento before him, Martí wrestled with the question of how to adapt European ideas 

to Latin American realities and build national institutions. But Cuba did not gain its 

independence during the first wave of Latin American anti-colonial revolutions of 1806-

1820.17 As a result, Martí formulated his ideas seventy years after Bolivar and forty years 

after the publication of Facundo. He thus had to contend with their arguments, 

particularly Sarmiento’s widely influential formulation of Latin America’s political 

problem as a struggle between civilization and barbarism, between European and 

American influences, between the city and the countryside. Martí is thus usually seen as a 

                                                
17 Cuba was one of the last countries in Latin America to become independent. Despite 
various armed revolutionary uprisings against Spanish colonial rule (including the one in 
which Martí lost his life in 1895), Cuba remained a colony of Spain until the Spanish-
American War of 1898, which led to nominal independence as a de facto U.S. 
protectorate in 1902. 
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very different thinker from Sarmiento, one who celebrated American sources and 

critiqued the civilization/barbarism dichotomy. In “Nuestra América” (Our America), 

Martí’s most influential essay, he argued against the unthinking imposition of European 

and North-American ideas, and in what appears to be a direct reference to Sarmiento, 

suggested instead that: “In America the natural man has triumphed over the imported 

book…The native mestizo has triumphed over the alien, pure-blooded criollo. The battle 

is not between civilization and barbarity, but between false erudition and nature” (Martí 

2002, p. 290). Indeed, in addition to their differing attitudes toward the U.S., the contrast 

between Sarmiento and Martí is often drawn in terms of their differing assessments of 

indigenous capacity, where Martí is portrayed as a defender of the Americas’ indigenous 

legacy against Sarmiento’s anti-indigenous racism (see Sacoto 1968). But in fact I want 

to argue instead that Martí is one of Sarmiento’s unlikely intellectual heirs. 

Sarmiento and Martí’s lives overlapped, and they read and were aware of each 

other’s works. Sarmiento visited Cuba at the end of 1847 and beginning of 1848 on his 

return to Latin America from the trip to Europe and the U.S. that is recounted in Viajes, 

and the journal Ambas Américas (which he briefly published in the 1860s during his 

second stay in the U.S.) circulated in Cuba. After his exile from Cuba, Martí became a 

U.S. correspondent for the Argentine newspaper La Nación in 1882, and later served as 

Argentine consul to the United States.18 Martí first encountered Sarmiento when he read 

his Vida de Lincoln while in exile in New York, and Sarmiento read Martí’s articles for 

                                                
18 While living in New York from 1881 to 1895, Martí also served intermittently as 
consul of Uruguay. It was not unheard of during this era for prominent Latin Americans 
living abroad to serve as consuls for other countries in the region. For example, the 
Nicaraguan poet Rubén Darío [1867–1916] served as Colombian consul to Argentina. 
Particularly for writers, this was an important source of income.  
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La Nación with great interest. They were aware of their differing assessments of the U.S., 

but admired each other (see Santovenia 1938). There are also important continuities 

between Sarmiento and Martí, such as their shared critique of the effect of the Spanish 

legacy on Latin America.19 Most pertinent for our purposes here, they both lived in the 

U.S. and wrote important works about U.S. events directed at Latin American audiences. 

Indeed, Martí and Sarmiento are linked by the vital role comparison to the U.S. (albeit in 

a much more critical vein on Martí’s part) played in their political thought, where it 

functioned as a rhetorical device that anchored an anti-colonial critique of hemispheric 

power relations. 

The issue on which Sarmiento and Martí’s views differed the most was on the 

U.S., but even here there are interesting resonances between their ideas. Martí’s views 

about the United States were complicated: he admired U.S. progress and development in 

certain areas, but also feared U.S. expansionism to Latin America. The chief failures of 

the U.S. for Martí were its inability to fuse the diverse elements that composed it into a 

unified whole, the materialism and greed that characterized its social and political mores, 

and its racism. In response to the threat of U.S. imperialism, Martí advocated Latin 

American Pan-Americanism, and was a central figure in shaping the discourse of nuestra 

América (our America). From Sarmiento to Martí we thus see the shift from the idea of 

ambas Américas (both Americas) to nuestra América (our America): from a hemispheric 

vision of dialogue between the U.S. and Latin America to an ideal of Latin American 

unity in order to oppose U.S. dominance. Even the title of Martí’s essay, “our America,” 

reveals how central comparison to the U.S. is for the anti-imperial strand of Latin 

                                                
19 For more on Sarmiento’s critique of Spain, which was consistent throughout his life, 
see Hooker (2017) and Santovenia (1938). 
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American political thought, since it is a response to the United States’ use of “America” 

to refer solely to itself. Martí’s America was the other America, whose defining 

characteristics were being articulated against the backdrop of, and in contrast to, the 

United States.  

In “Nuestra América,” which was published in 1891, Martí presented Latin 

American cultural and political unity as the only way to oppose U.S. expansionism in the 

hemisphere. Directed at a Latin American audience, the essay proclaims that: “the urgent 

duty of our America is to show herself as she is, one in soul and intent, rapidly 

overcoming the crushing weight of her past” (Martí 2002, p. 295). Central to Martí’s 

argument is the claim that such unity could not depend on imported ideas, and that Latin 

America needed to embrace its “American” inheritance. In his words: “No Yankee or 

European book could furnish the key to the Hispanoamerican enigma” (Martí 2002, p. 

293-294). If Martí, like Bolivar and Sarmiento, agreed that Latin American political 

institutions needed to reflect the region’s characteristics, he went beyond them to 

explicitly embrace the indigenous past. He argued that: “The European university must 

yield to the American university. The history of America from the Incas to the present 

must be taught in its smallest detail, even if the Greek Archons go untaught. Our own 

Greece is preferable to the Greece that is not ours; we need it more” (Martí 2002, p. 291). 

Martí celebrated indigenous art and architecture and mourned indigenous losses as a 

result of the Spanish conquest (Alazraki 1965; Sacoto 1968), but he was not able to 

accomplish the full-fledged incorporation of American sources into Latin American 

political thought that he called for. Yet the vision he articulated of Latin America as a 
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region with a common history and shared political and philosophical dilemmas is a 

cornerstone of the anti-imperial strand within Latin American political thought. 

As was the case with Sarmiento, where Facundo has over-determined 

characterizations of his political thought, readers of Martí have focused on his essays 

with Latin American themes, such as “The Truth About the United States,” which despite 

its title is really about misguided Latin American admiration for the U.S. In contrast, 

Martí’s journalistic writings about U.S. events have received relatively little attention, 

and have often been omitted from anthologies of his work in English.20 Reading Martí’s 

writings about the U.S. and Latin America simultaneously is particularly illuminating, 

however, especially in terms of his ideas about race. Unlike Sarmiento, who lived in the 

U.S. during the high point of Reconstruction in the 1860s, Martí lived and wrote about 

U.S. race relations during the 1880s and 1890s, a period of post-Reconstruction racial 

terror and rising anti-black violence. Despite these differing historical contexts, Martí, 

like Sarmiento before him, read U.S. history and politics through the lens of (in his case) 

Cuban political dilemmas.  

Echoing Sarmiento’s omission of slavery in Viajes, two of Martí’s essays about 

the aftermath of the U.S. Civil War and racial terror during the post-Reconstruction era 

reveal how his understanding of U.S. racism was at time clouded by reading U.S. history 

in light of Cuban political projects. In, “A Town Sets A Black Man On Fire,” published 

in 1892, Martí documented a lynching in the Texarkana borderlands, and vividly 

described the racial terror faced by blacks within the reunified nation as a result of the 

                                                
20 A notable exception to this trend are the essays in Belnap and Fernandez (1998), which 
explicitly consider Martí as a hemispheric thinker. For another important edited volume 
on various aspects of Martí’s writings, see Rodríguez-Luis (1998). 
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backlash that followed Reconstruction. Martí presented the degrading spectacle of a 

cakewalk in New York City and a lynching in Arkansas in order to explain to his Latin 

American readers why some African-Americans were fleeing the U.S. and choosing to 

emigrate to Liberia. He demonstrated the dilemma facing U.S. blacks in the post-

Reconstruction era: in the North despite the accomplishments of professionals and other 

distinguished persons they still struggled to be treated as human beings with dignity, 

while in the South they faced quotidian racial terror. Under such circumstances, how 

could African-Americans want anything but to go “‘where they do not set fire to our 

men’” (Martí 2002, p. 310). It is precisely because Martí exposed U.S. anti-black racism 

so clearly in this text, that a previous essay in which he lauded the bravery of Confederate 

soldiers and celebrated the post-Reconstruction political project of white reunion (which 

occurred at the expense of African-American rights) is so jarring.21  

In “A Great Confederate Celebration,” published in 1886 in La Nación, Martí 

described the U.S. as worthy of admiration for allowing the former Confederate states to 

erect monuments to celebrate their fallen. “Tolerance in peacetime is as grand as heroism 

in war,” he wrote (Martí 2002, p. 171). Martí, like Sarmiento before him, argued that the 

cause of the U.S. Civil War was not slavery. But instead of viewing it as a struggle 

between civilization and barbarism analogous to Argentina’s, Martí read the U.S. Civil 

War as a reflection of Cuban struggles for independence. He argued that: 

It wasn’t that the South wanted to have slaves while the North was opposed to 
slavery; it wasn’t that the patrician plantation owners of the warmer climes 
repudiated the laws drawn up for the whole nation by the industrial inhabitants of 
the Northern states…No, it was that throughout the universe the half-dead caste of 
monarchists and adherents to tradition who do not enjoy seeing mankind evolve 

                                                
21 On the concept of white reunion and reconciliation at the expense of doing justice to 
the needs and demands of the formerly enslaved and their descendants, see Blight (2001).  
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and assert itself…maintained that a country could not exist without a royal head 
and mysterious prestiges, nor could a nation govern itself freely without 
catastrophe (Martí 2002, p. 172). 
 

Reading the U.S. Civil War through the lens of Cuba’s ongoing struggle for 

independence, Martí rejected slavery and even states’ rights as the cause of the conflict, 

and instead (improbably) attributed it to the struggle between popular sovereignty and 

monarchical forms of rule. Martí’s idiosyncratic explanation of the U.S. Civil War only 

makes sense if he was super-imposing Cuba’s quest for independence from the Spanish 

monarchy onto his reading of this period in U.S. history. Latin American concerns thus 

shaped Martí’s ahistorical reading of the U.S. Civil War. Even more troublingly, in this 

essay Martí completely ignored the anti-black racism he described elsewhere. Martí could 

write that: “Never has there been a more beautiful thing” (Martí 2002, p. 172) than these 

confederate celebrations, because they presaged what he hoped would be a similar 

process of national reunification in Cuba after its protracted struggle for independence 

was finally at an end. At times Martí thus completely glossed over post-Reconstruction-

era racial terror in the service of reading white political reunion in the U.S. through the 

lens of Latin American desires for national unity after the strife of the post-independence 

era. 

Reading his writings about both indigenous peoples in Latin America and Native 

Americans in the United States similarly complicates accounts of Martí’s indigenismo. 

As noted above, Martí is usually viewed as an advocate of indigenismo, as a thinker who 

favored the incorporation of indigenous peoples and celebrated Latin America’s 

indigenous legacy. In a much-cited passage in “Nuestra América,” for example, he 

criticized Latin American elites for wearing “epaulets and judge’s robes, in countries that 
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came into being wearing rope sandals and Indian headbands. The wise thing would have 

been to pair…the Indian headband and the judicial robe, to undam the Indian, make a 

place for the able black, and tailor liberty to the bodies of those who rose up and 

triumphed in its name” (Martí 2002, p. 293). In contrast to Sarmiento, who viewed 

indigenous people as an obstacle to Latin American development and progress, Martí 

thus valued Latin America’s indigenous inheritance (at least rhetorically). As Alan 

Knight (1990) has noted, however, indigenismo was a construct of mestizo elites, not 

indigenous people themselves, that glorified some aspects of indigenous cultural heritage, 

primarily as a relic of the past; its aim was thus the integration of indigenous peoples, not 

their autonomous development.  

Indeed, in an essay on U.S. Indian policy published in 1885, “The Indians in the 

United States,” Martí adopted a position reminiscent of Sarmiento’s view that indigenous 

peoples needed to modernize by adopting European culture. Martí recognized U.S. 

discrimination against Native Americans. He wrote that: “without work, without 

property, without hope, without native land, with no family delights other than the merely 

physical ones, what else can the Indians on the reservations be but irritable, lazy, sensual 

men.” (Martí 2002, p. 162). But he also endorsed a Eurocentric vision of development to 

which Native Americans needed to adapt. He lauded the conclusions of the 1885 Mohonk 

Conference on which the essay was reporting, that the system of reservations and Indian 

schools be dismantled, in favor of the “redistribution of land as the property of each 

family,” so that the Indians “may thus become useful men” (Martí 2002, p. 163). There 

were thus clear limits to Martí’s indigenismo. He may have argued that Latin America 

should embrace its indigenous roots, but he also believed that indigenous peoples needed 
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to adapt to liberal European values of individual property, self-help, etc. Martí and 

Sarmiento thus differed on the value of Latin America’s indigenous past, but their view 

of indigenous peoples’ place in national development were not so dissimilar. 

Reading Martí’s writings on race in the U.S. and Latin America alongside each 

other also enriches our understanding of his racial thought. It demonstrates the 

constitutive role played by comparison in the development of his arguments about race. 

Negative reactions to various strands of race-thinking emanating from the U.S. 

influenced Martí’s arguments about race in Cuba in the essays “My Race” (1893) and 

“The Truth About the United States” (1894). In both of these essays, which were written 

for the Cuban Revolutionary Party’s publication Patria, Martí rejected the existence of 

races. He argued that “there will never be a race war in Cuba” (Martí 2002, p. 320) 

because “there are no races” (Martí 2002, p. 329). Martí was clearly ahead of his time in 

denying the biological basis of race, yet as Ada Ferrer has noted, these claims also 

functioned as “arguments against race-based political actions” (1998, p. 229) of all types, 

even those directed at redressing racism. The de-racialized liberalism Martí advocated for 

Latin America, was thus articulated (at least in part) in contrast to race-based political 

organizing in the United States.  

Martí defined as racism the mere awareness of or identification by race. He 

established a moral equivalence between “white racism” (white supremacy, the political 

project of establishing a society based on racial hierarchy in which non-whites are treated 

as second class beings and denied basic rights), and what he called “black racism” (race 

consciousness, the attempt to contest white racism by valuing black life in the face of its 

general denigration and devaluation). As a result, Martí criticized black organizing. He 
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wrote: “What right does the black racist who sees a special character in his race have to 

complain of the white racist?...The black man who trumpets his race…authorizes and 

provokes the white racist” (Martí 2002, p. 319).22  

Mapping these arguments onto Cuban society at the time, it is clear that Martí 

wanted to avoid racial divisions in Cuba and maintain Afro-Cuban support for the cause 

of independence. These essays predated the creation of black organizations in Cuba, 

however, such as the Partido Independiente de Color, which was founded in 1908 by 

Afro-Cuban veterans of the war of independence to fight their marginalization in the new 

republic and demand full civil and political rights (see Helg 1991). In fact, Martí’s 

arguments about race were later used to deny the legitimacy of Afro-Cuban mobilization, 

while simultaneously providing support for the inclusion of Afro-Cubans in national 

political life. One thus has to wonder what the silent textual backdrop to the argument 

against race-based organizing was. Writing in New York City in the 1890s, it seems 

likely that Martí’s point of reference for so-called “black racists” who reveled in black 

pride were African-Americans, who were organizing to resist the re-entrenchment of 

white supremacy and racial terror of the post-Reconstruction era U.S.23  

Martí’s writings on race also need to be read in light of solidifying strands of 

racial science in the second half of the nineteenth century that posited biological racial 

                                                
22 Ferrer (1998) situates Martí’s arguments in the context of the silencing of race within 
Cuban nationalism in the 1890s.  
23 This was an era in which African-Americans, especially black women such as the 
journalist Ida B. Wells, were actively organizing anti-lynching campaigns, for example. 
On the black women’s club movement, see Davis (1983). Two prominent civil rights 
organizations founded by African-Americans during the 1890s were the Afro-American 
League and the National Equal Rights Council (see Thornbrough 1961). Black 
intellectuals such as W.E. B. Du Bois were also publicly calling for the creation of 
separate “race organizations” at this time, as he did in 1897 (see Du Bois 1996).  
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differences and civilizational hierarchies (i.e. between Latins and Saxons) to legitimize 

white supremacy.24 The idea of Anglo-Saxon superiority was especially problematic for 

Latin Americans because it served as a justification for U.S. imperial expansion to the 

region (see Horsman 1981). The meanings and motivations of Martí denial of the 

existence of race were thus multiple. When Martí asserted that “there are no races” and 

then immediately debunked the idea of difference between Latins and Saxons, “for Latins 

and Saxons have an equal capacity for virtues and defects” (Martí 2002, p. 329), he was 

intervening in debates about hemispheric relations between the U.S. and Latin America. 

U.S. imperial expansion was justified on the basis of Latin American racial inferiority, 

both because it possessed a large non-white and mixed-race population, and because of 

the supposed superiority of Northern European culture (of “Nordic” or “Anglo-Saxon” 

civilizations, in contrast to the Southern European “Latins”). In this context the argument 

that races did not exist thus functioned to contest Latin American inferiority, whereas at 

other moments it served to gloss over the continued existence of racial hierarchy in Cuba 

and pre-emptively disavow Afro-Cuban organizing.  

Martí’s ideas about race thus exemplify how comparisons between U.S. and Latin 

American race relations became a standard trope in Latin American anti-colonial thought 

that served at times to obscure Latin American racism. Continuing a trend that was also 

present in Sarmiento, selective readings of U.S. history (especially the Civil War and 

slavery) driven by a concern with Cuban political dilemmas, led Martí to at times gloss 

over U.S. racism. Martí was thus not able to avoid the pitfalls of comparison. In both 

instances the U.S., whether clearly acknowledged or as a silent textual backdrop, is 

                                                
24 On the impact of scientific racism in Latin America, see Helg (1990) and Skidmore 
(1993). 
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present as both potential foe and foil for Latin American thinkers spurred by anti-colonial 

anxieties. 

 
IV. Conclusion 

This chapter has tried to trace, via an analysis of Sarmiento and Martí’s writings 

on the United States, how hemispheric comparison (especially vis-à-vis race) emerged as 

a key trope for Latin American anti-colonial thinkers. For Martí’s successors in the 

tradition, particularly Vasconcelos, differences between U.S. and Latin American 

approaches to race became central to how the two Americas were portrayed as distinctive 

and different from each other.25 This engagement with the use of comparison within one 

strand of Latin American political thought also reveals some of the pitfalls and dangers of 

comparison. As demonstrated above, both Sarmiento and Martí engage in selective 

readings of U.S. history in order to speak to Latin American political dilemmas. For Latin 

American anti-colonial thinkers, the goal was not so much to discover the truth about the 

other America, but rather to vindicate their own. 

This raises important questions about comparison, and about how scholars of 

comparative political theory might begin to think more rigorously about the practice of 

comparison in the texts and traditions with which we engage, rather than assuming (as is 

still too often the case) that the aim of the field is to engage in comparisons between what 

are assumed to be pre-existing, stable, and distinct traditions. Instead, I want to suggest 

                                                
25 Diego von Vacano has argued that Latin American thinkers formulated a “synthetic” 
paradigm of race that represented a normative improvement over the “domination” and 
“dualistic” paradigms found in European and [U.S.] American political thought (von 
Vacano 2012). He does not historicize the context in which Latin American arguments 
about mixing emerged, however, and thus does not address the issue of how comparisons 
to the U.S. shaped claims about the region’s distinctive racial history.  
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that there is much to be learned from performing a genealogy of comparison itself: how 

does it function in the work of specific thinkers and traditions, what are its purposes and 

pitfalls? This kind of intellectual genealogy of comparison would enlarge the debate 

about methods in comparative political theory, by raising both broader sets of questions, 

and more rigorously locating the practice of comparison within specific historical 

moments and traditions.     
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